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PREFACE

The study of Mexican American leadership trends has 

received little attention in social research. In specific, 

the characteristics of the barrio as they relate to leader

ship recognition have existed in the literature as assump

tions only. This study is an effort to test these assump

tions.

The purpose of this study is to examine two hypoth
eses: (1) there exists a low recognition of leaders in the 

barrio; and (2) leadership recognition is directly related 

to educational status, occupational rank, degree of assimi

lation, and access to communication media. This study rep

resents an effort to comprehend post-Civil Rights leadership 

trends among Mexican Americans.

No claim can be made that this work constitutes a 

definitive analysis. Limitations of the data and short

comings in the ability of the writer made a definitive 

analysis impossible. It is believed, however, that this 

study contributes to present knowledge of leadership recog

nition in urban Mexican'American barrios.

Special acknowledgements are due to Mr. Enrique Campos 

of the Magnolia residential area. Mr. Campos’ splendid 

co-operation in making available to the writer the schedules 
of his 1967 summer program in Magnolia made the study possible.
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ABSTRACT

This thesis reports an investigation of two hypoth
eses: (1) there exists a low recognition of leaders in the 

barrio: and leadership recognition is directly related to 

educational status, occupational rank,, degree of assimila

tion, and access to communication media.

The locale for the study was the Magnolia community 

in Houston, Texas. This barrio is a residential area with a 

tradition of being the oldest Mexican American enclave in 

the city.

All "interviews were conducted by barrio residents.

It is believed that this use of marginal informants is essen

tial to meaningful survey research in the barrio.

With reference to Mexican Americans, the professional 

literature is minimal and suggests that, for all practical 

purposes, the barrio is without leaders. In specific, what 

literature does exist on Mexican American leadership has 

mainly focused either upon leadership "types” or upon the 

characteristics of "influentials."

Although a number of assumptions have been made in 

the literature regarding the relationship between leadership 

and the characteristics of the barrio, none of these assump

tions have been tested empirically. The writer thus under

took to investigate the relationship between leadership rec

ognition and educational status, occupational rank, degree of 
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assimilation, and access to communication media.

The vzriter’s two hypotheses wore tested and verified. 

It is held that low leadership recognition is characteris

tically low in the barrio because low education, low occupa

tional rank, low rate of assimilation, and lovz rate of 

access to communication media perpetuate a lower status 

simulating that of Gunnar Myrdal’s "vicious circle." This 

"vicious circle" is kept intact by discrimination and prej

udice on part of the dominant Anglo group. It is evident 

from the findings of this thesis that low leadership rec

ognition trends among Mexican Americans are not apt to dis

appear until the "vicious circle" has become a part of the 

barrio past.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION: 
PROBLEM AND APPROACH

The Civil Rights Movement has made substantial gains 

for the Negro in America. A catalyst for social change has 

been the well publicized Negro problem in American society. 

Unfortunately, these gains have obscured the plight of Mexi

can Americans—the forgotten people of the Southwest.

The Movement And Mexican Airiericans

The Civil Rights Movement came to the fore during 

World VJar I. The American campaign to "make the world safe 

for democracy" was challenged by American Negroes who lived 

in a racist society. The conflicting value system became 

the reason for the involvement of many in the movement.

Events contributed to the challenge of the democratic 

credo. The "Great Migration" contributed to the rise of the 

protest movement. The relocation of rural, Southern Negroes 

to the urban North during the war industry’s recruitment ef

fort created a state of social disorganization which became 

--- manifest in a series of race riots.

After W.E.B. Du Bois challenged the abolitionist 

leadership of Booker T. VJashington, a new climate of Negro 

protest gained momentum. The movement was clearly a Negro 

movement; it voiced to American society the injustices ex
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istent in a racist society.

Vfnite America was slowly ’being awakened, but the sud

den jolting of America did not occur until three decades 
after VJorld War I. In 195^ the Supreme Court handed down 

the Brown versus Board of Education of Topeka„ Kansas deci

sion overruling the “separate but equal’1 doctrine set forth 
in the 1896 Plessy V. Ferguson case.^

Moreover, 1955 saw the Montgomery Bus Boycott. The 

injustices that existed in American society were televised 

to the nation and to the world. The boycott physically 

lasted one year, but spiritually there began a new era of 

Negro unity and protest.

From Montgomery emerged Dr. Martin Luther King as the 

protest leader; Dr. King was to be a ’’Moses11 to lead his 

people tov,rard the promised land. The charismatic King im

portantly adopted the Ghandian teachings of non-violence; 

non-violence gave the movement an efficacious protest tactic.

King quickly became a national leader. He gave lead

ership to the establishment of the Southern Christian Lead
ership Conference (SCLC) in 1957. Thereafter, in i960 the 

Student Non-violent Co-ordinating Committee (SNCC) evolved 

as tho student branch of SCLC. The protest was more clearly 

voiced by these two organizations than by any of the other 

Civil Rights groups.
In i960 the student sit-in movement emerged; rapidly 
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the movonient became epidemic and spread across the South as 

a non-violent protest against discrimination. A commitment 

for more change, such as occurred at Montgomery, was clearly 
evident in the 1961 Albany Movement. During the same year 

the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) members again organ

ized "Freedom Rides", to test anti-discrimination laws in "a 

dramatic attempt to expose and challenge segregation in in- 
p terstate travel in the Deep South."

Crisis proved to be the breath of the movement;

Birmingham and Selma proved to be great moments in Negro 
history. In 19&3 the Birmingham encounter pricked the con

science of VJhite America. President Lyndon B. Johnson led 
Congress to pass the Civil Rights Act of 196^. Again in 

1965 the Selma crisis was followed by the passage of the 

Voting Rights Act of 1965*

In 1968 Resurrection City has been built (and torn 

down) and though King is dead, people are waiting for more 

meaningful governmental action and legislation. The last 

wait is history and militants await the Second Coming.

Although the movement has had a leader, a history, 

and a voice, it has primarily been a Negro movement and the 

gains that it has achieved have been gains for Black people. 

It was not until recent times that the movement made an effort 

to include other minorities. Apparently Dr. Martin Luther 

King only late in his life became aware of Mexican Americans;



Stokley Carmichael only recently visited Cuba and became a- 

vzare of the grievances of Latin Americans.

Cesar Chavez and Reyes Lopez Tijerina, two Mexican 

American national leaders, have been incorporated minimally 

into the Civil Rights Movement. V/henever the movement in

cluded these Mexican Americans, their voices have been 

drovrned out by the Negro issue. Furthermore, Negro leaders 

who make an effort to include Mexican Americans in the move

ment are often ignorant of the discrimination and prejudice 

suffered by Mexican Americans. Unfortunately, Negro leaders 

do not perceive or understand the problems of Mexican Ameri

cans .

Any American who lives unaware of the Negro problem 

lives in ignorance, for the Negro has had Dr. King and 

Professor Myrdal to voice his problems. The Mexican American 

has had neither a leader nor a concerned intelligentsia to 

voice the cost and pain of the vicious discrimination expe

rienced by Mexican Americans. There are no Mexican American 

counterparts to Ralph Ellison or James Baldwin. "White*' 

America has not yet had a sympathetic voice to convey the 

life situation of Mexican Americans.

It is fundamental to recognize that discrimination in 

education has victimized the Mexican American. Historically, 

limited educational opportunities have deprived Mexican 

Americans of personages such as George Washington Carver,



V/.E.B. Du Bois, Dr. Martin Luther King, Ralph Ellison, James 

Baldwin, Ehitney Young, E. Franklin Frazier, and Stokley 

Carmichael. These Negroes are well educated men; they are 

challenging "Ehite" racism and are concerned with the dis

tortions in the Establishment’s history of the United States.

V/hile the eyes of V/hite America have been on the 

Negro, the plight of the forgotten people has been height

ened. Throughout the Southwest, with the sole exception of 

New Mexico, Mexican Americans have a lower educational status 
than that of Anglos or Negroes. (See Table I.)



TABLE I

MEDIAL EDUCATIONAL ATTAIITMEIIT OF ETinilC GROUP AIID ANGLO i7xLESa BY STATE, 196OD

aA2e 25 and over.
^Source: Data condensed from Walter Fo[-;el, 

In The Sonthwest, Table 5? p. o.

Ethnic Group
Arizona 
Schooling

California.
Schooling

Colorado 
Schooling

New Mexico 
Schooling

Toxas 
Schooling

Spanish Surname 6.7 yrs. 8.5 yrs. 8.1 yrs. 7.7 yrs. V.8 yrs.

11onwh.it e 6.8 yrs. 10.2 yrs. 11.1 yrs. 7.0 yrs. 7.^ yrs.

Anglo 12.1 yrs. 12.1 yrs. 12.1 yrs. 11.h- yrs. 10.8 yrs.

Education And Incono of Morcican Anericans
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The median educational statistics clearly show that 

jj'imerican society has deprived Mexican Americans of compara

ble educational opportunities given to the Negro.

Negroes have experienced school desegregation, and 

this change is not unknowvi to Mexican Americans. Only after 
19^7 vfere Texas Mexican Americans superficially freed from 

the injustices of the segregated "Mexican schools". The 

famous Delgado Case legally ended school segregation for 

Mexican Americans but did not end the educationally deprived 

cycle experienced by Mexican Americans in most newly deseg- 
3 regated school systems.

After the Brovzn decision the federal government began 

minimally to facilitate desegregation in the public schools. 

This federal effort continues to the present; yet no such 

efforts have been undertaken to cope with the consequences 

of inferior and largely de facto segregated schools for Mex

ican American children. The realization of bilingual educa

tion has been postponed by officials. In the usual curricula 

the achievements of the Mexican people are ignored or dis

torted: children have been robbed of their cultural heritage.

For those Mexican Americans who had the opportunity 

to learn minimal English, school desegregation opened the 

door to the American dream. Therefore, in the late fifties, 

and more so in the early sixties, Mexican Americans, for the 

first time in Texas history, began to capitalize upon more 
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nearly equal educational opportunities. Expanded educational 

opportunities have created new Mexican American loaders.

This process is reminiscent of the rise of the Nepro leader

ship. Although only a small percentage of Mexican Americans 

go to college, it has been these "first few" who have begun
Ll 

to awaken from the long dormancy of the "sleeping giant".

Table II provides a comparative analysis of educational attain

ment through college for Anglos, Spanish-surnames, and Mon

whites .



TABLE II

YEARS OF SCHOO I, COMPLETED BY PERS OHS 
*2.5 YEARS OLD AIJD OVER FOR TEX AS.

196Oa

from Clifton McClosky, The Oovornnont and Poli-V f wnen leimi r... ------  -...... - -J ,-- , e . - B , , , B ,

Ethnic Group

Years of Schooling Anglo Spcxnish-Surname Nonu’hite

No Schooling 1.1^ 22.9^ 5A/'

Elementary (Grades 1 - 8) 31.2^ 56.8;5 ^i-.8^

High School (Grades 9 - 12) ^+6,5cp 16.1^ 31.^

College (1 - V4-) 21.2^ ^.2^ 8.^

aSource: Adapted 
tics of Toxas, p. 9.

XO
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From Table II the educational deprivation of Mexican 

Americans comes to the forefront. Mexican Americans are 

disproportionately in the illiterate and/or elementary school 

levels and are again disproportionately underrepresented at 

the high school and college levels. Notwithstanding, the 

very small percentage in the college class represents the 

present and future Mexican American intelligentsia.

It was on the college campuses that the Student Non
violent Co-ordinating Committee (SNCC) began, and it is on 

the same sites that Mexican American militants are appearing. 

Although the barrio Mexican Americans have been reluctant to 

accept the militant Reyes -Lopez Tijerina, like the "Uncle 

Toms" of yore, it has been on the college campuses that 

Tijerina has spoken with widest appeal to Mexican Americans. 

'■ ■' ‘ Although Chavez and Tijerina are prominent names in 

Mexican American leadership, these two men are older and 

have limited education. The new and significant leaders of 

la raza are young and are most often found on the college 

campuses. Students lead in demands for community change. 

These vanguards of the Mexican American movement are awaken

ing to ?’la noche del grito," and the college campuses are 

motivating Mexican Americans into articulating the incongru

ities of American society.

The Civil Rights Movement and its relation to the 

status of Mexican Americans has been discussed. Ultimately, 
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the status of Mexican Americans mu st; be related to the spe

cific problems which create a leadership vacuum, A review 

of the small amount of literature which concerns leadership 

is required.

Leadershir

The sociological literature on leadership is confusing.

There is, in fact, a lack of agreement on the definition of 

 the. torn . itself. Bell, Hill, and V/right state that "each 

concept, methodology, and resultant identification of leaders 

may be correct for the problems posed by the particular re

searcher. 11 In fact, they conclude that "an arbitrary,

single definition of public leadership seems premature . . . 

in view of the diversity of usages in the various studies 
."6

They suggest that leadership studies can be classified 

as emphasizing one, or a combination of the following five 
7 

approaches:
(1) positional or formal leadership;

(2) reputational or nominal leadership;

(3) social participation;

(^-) personal influence or opinion leadership;

(5) event analysis or decision-making.

. One of the most direct ways of locating leaders 
is to select those persons who occupy important or
ganizational positions . . ..Such identifications 
have been used in analyses of local community, re
gional, and national leadership.
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The ^'positional approach" or the "formal leadership 

approach" is one of the major approaches to the study of
9 leadership. By definition, this approach is heavily depend

ent upon the researcher’s judgment as to who will be de

fined as leaders.

Studies utilizing the positional approach have dealt 

with elected political leaders,higher civil servants and 
11 12political appointees, business leaders, military lead- 

1^ lb-ers, a and office holders in voluntary associations.

The other major approaches will only bo noted briefly, 

because they are not as satisfactory in locating loaders as 

is the positional approach, which is the approach utilized in 

the study undertaken for this thesis.

The second major approach to locating leaders, 
the reputational, differs from the positional in 
that it identifies loaders through the opinions or 
judgments of other members of society, who tell 
the researcher who they think the leaders are. The 
researcher then uses some criterion of consensus to 
decide which persons appear to be operating as lead
ers in the community.

The reputational approach to leadership studies has 

given much attention to the use of "key informants" or "a 

panel of experts" who know the community and aro qualified 

to identify its loaders. It is evident that this particular 

methodology can be erroneous since it is dependent upon the 

identification of a few citizens to convey the leadership of 

the entire community.

Researchers like Floyd Hunter have recognized the
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limitations of the reputational approach and have consequent- 
16 

ly combined this approach with the positional approach.

Another approach of lesser acclaim is that of social 

participation. It is empirically an approximation to an op
erational definition of public leadership.^ An individual’s 

activities are used as an index of a leadership position and 

those most active are identified as leaders.

The Personal Influence or Opinion-Leadership Approach 

differs from the other approaches. It focuses on "people 

who are usually turned to by others for information or ad

vice about some topic or who have influenced some specific 
18decision or opinion of the respondent."

Lazarsfeld, Berelson and Gaudet’s The Peonle* s Choice, 

which examines voting behavior, is a representative classic 

of the Personal Influence Approach.Robert K. Merton has 

also contributed to this approach but has focused his re-
20 search on the local-cosmopolitan typology of influentials.

The final major approach is the Decision Making or 

the Event-Analysis Approach. This approach involves tracing 

the history of a particular public decision about some com-

—. —munity issue or policy. Although this approach to the study 

of community power often yields some insight into the 

structure of community decisions, it does not always provide 

data on leadership that can be compared to the other leader- 
T. 21ship approaches.
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The approach to the study of leadership in this thesis 

is the positional approach. The ethnic identity of the re

searcher, as well as his marginal status, lends itself well 

to the study of Mexican American leadership trends.

Statement of the Problem

This is a survey study of leadership recognition in a 

Mexican American community as it relates to education, occu

pation, assimilation, and communication. The two major 

hypotheses to be investigated are these: (1) in the Mexican 

American barrio (community) leadership recognition will char

acteristically be low, and (2) Mexican American leadership 

recognition is directly related to educational attainment, 

occupational rank, degree of assimilation, and access to 

communication media.

The initial purpose of the survey design was to do 

research in an urban Mexican American barrio in order to 

further understand its sociological relationship to the 1 lar

ger community. Although data v/ere collected on several as

pects of barrio life, leadership recognition appeared to be 

one of the more fruitful areas of analysis. Thus, for the 

purposes of this thesis prime consideration will be given to 

leadership recognition only.

Relationship to Sociological Theory

Traditionally, an ethos of political inactivity has
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prevailed in the Mexican American community. It is theorized 

that this social milieu has characterized barrio life because 

there have been few leaders recognized by the Mexican rank 

and file. Unfortunately, most, of. those .who notentially could 
becpne. 1 AP.dfl-r'c r-nirn, <■?. r r. c; -hho v as S iriila t.g

and identify with the dominant caste.j

Therefore, social change in the Mexican American 

community has been slow and minimal. Whatever change has 

occurred has been a consequence of (1) the efforts of a fexv 

aggressive Mexican American leaders, (2) the Negro protest, 

and (3) the effects of the "War on Poverty.”

The experience of Mexican .Americans in the Southwest 

has been one of discrimination, which has demoralized and 

isolated the Mexicano. Furthermore, a poverty status has 

been perpetuated through the Mexican American’s low exposure 

to educational opportunities, occupational opportunities, 

assimilation, and communication media.

With the exception of D’Antonio, et. al., Woods, 

Watson and Samora, survey studies of leadership in Mexican 
22American communities do not exist. In the main, these 

studies have dealt xnth the characteristics of leaders or of 

influentials rather than with the characteristics of those 

who recognize leaders. In this thesis an attempt is made to

study the post-Civil Rights leadership trends in the Mexican

American community and to test the relationship between 
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leadership recognition and four riajor characteristics of the 

barrio residents. A number of assumptions have been made in 

the literature regarding this relationship, but none of these 

assumptions have been tested empirically. This thesis en

deavors to analyze such a test, which the writer conducted-.

Chapter II will constitute a survey and critical eval

uation of the literature on Mexican Americans; Chapter III 

will present the methodology of the survey design; and Chapter 

IV will be an analysis of the data collected as it relates 

to the hypotheses; the conclusion v/ill be summed up in 

Chapter V and conjectures on the findings of this research 

effort will be discussed.



CHAPTER II

PORTRAIT OF 1-2XICAH AI'-12RICANS: 
k REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This section reviews the existing literature on the 

Mexican American as it relates to that minority’s present 

status in leadership, education, occupational status, .assi

milation, and communication.

In a decade where race relations are "becoming in

creasingly critical, it is surprising to find "k Minority 

Nobody KnowsEven the Amish of Pennsylvania have re

ceived more attention than the Mexican American. Twenty

seven years ago, George I. Sanchez wrote a book which char-
2 acterized Spanish-speaking people as "the forgotten people”. 

Unfortunately, Mexican Americans have not lost this identity.

If one were to investigate the plight of the ‘'for

gotten people", one would find that the Spanish-speaking 

constitute "the least known, the least sponsored, and the 
least vocal large minority group in the nation."^

Without reservation the central focus of minority 

group studies in the United States has been upon the Negro 

problem. In fact, many Americans are still under the illu

sion that Mexican Americans have been successfully assimila

ted into every aspect of American life. Even in the social 

sciences this deception is understandable since social 

science publications, graduate seminars, and undergraduate 
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minority groups courses have consistently failed to mention 

the Mexican American. "In terms of research, sociologists, 

like others, have virtually forgotten about the Mexican
1+

Americans in our midst." If sociology, a discipline which

is directly concerned with minority groups, has forgotten 

the Mexican American, it is not surprising that the civil 

rights movement and the federal government also have.-''

Leadership

"Perhaps the most important single factor requisite
to the speedy and permanent solution /for Mexican Americans/

in Texas is that of leadership—intelligent, informed, pos- 
/

itive leadership. . . ." Leaders, no doubt, are important 

because they are the voice of the subordinate group. .

The ability of a subordinate group to generate effective 

leadership in its relation with a dominant alien people is a
7 critical aspect of dominant-subordinate group relations."^

Mexican Americans are no exception.
o 

"Mexican leadership has been practically unexplored J 

the information that has been gathered creates a collective

portrait that is overwhelmingly negative:

. . . There is singularly little controversy 
concerning whether Spanish leadership is weak, re
gardless of the point of view of the different 
commentators. Agreement is all but unanimous a- 
mong scientific investigators, among social work
ers, and public and private agencies interested 
in the Spanish-speaking people, among Anglo politicians, and among the people themselves."9
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Leonard Broom and E. Shevky upheld the traditional view when 

they stated that in the United States as a whole the Mexican 
American has been without leadership.10 E.S. Bogardas vrrote 

three decades ago:

. . . they have not had leaders to show the uray. 
They have not had skilled leadership in organi
zation work. . . . Neither have they had popu
lar speakers to challenge and arouse them, as . 
the Negroes have had.

Among Mexican Americans themselves, "the Community 
has not been vocal in bringing its problems to the fore."^-2 

In the past, whatever Mexican American leadership did exist 

rested on the frailest of rank and file participation.

The corollary of leader is followers; without followers lead

ers are paralyzed. Americo Paredes states that ". . . sup

port from the rank and file of their own people has always 
, . , , iLbeen inaaequate . . . ." At every level of political par

ticipation Mexican Americans have been leaderless. "Even in 

municipal affairs it is uncommon to find spokesmen for the 
Mexican.”1^

James B. Watson and Julian Samora speak of leadership 

as being submerged within its own inactivity. They feel 

that leaders do exist but describe them as "leaders by de

fault; although uniquely qualified in some respects to lead, 
they do not.'1"*"^

Although individual leaders can frequently make a 
great deal of difference in opposing or encouraging 
assimilation . . . in a fragmented community, . . . 
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ono is tenpted to conclude that it remains un
ass inilated bv default—no one does or can lead 
effectively.-*-'

’■Whatever leadership has existed in the past has been 

either unrepresentative, unheard, or unaware of the needs of 

the people. Sanchez wrote concerning the "Default of Leader

ship" :

Political leadership . . . in Texas gives every 
evidence of being either completely unaware of, or 
completely indifferent to, the need to discover 
ways and means of accelerating the acculturation of 
the status Spanish-speaking population . . . . At 
best this leadership (of the Spanish-speaking) does 
an unimaginative, pedestrian job; . . . at worst 
. . . that leadership sees in political position 
simply an opportunity for selfish gain, for per
sonal enrichment, and for a freedom of behavior that will not stand the light of moral judgement.10

Mexican American leaders—potential or actual—have 

undoubtedly failed in their role, whether this failure be 

willing or not. Dr. Sanchez expounds on this point:

Vjhere are our leaders—like Lorrazolo, like 
Seguin, like Navarro, like Chavez, like Fernandez, 
like a host of others who sought to get justice for1Q my people? VJhat did they accomplish? Frustration. y

Frustration may have been the pivotal factor influencing po

tential leaders to assimilate rather than to lead.
/The literature overwhelmingly presents the fact that 

marginal Mexican Americans have assimilated and have, in 

turn, deprived the Mexican American community of potential 
leadership^ Broom and Shevky found that "those individuals

who have advanced substantially, either economically or in 

educational status, have tended to lose their identity with
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the group and have moved away from the ethnic enclaves vzhich
20*"are entirely lower class." Julian Samora and Richard A.

Lamanna agree: "Individuals who learn to think and act like

Anglos are more likely than not to drift off, . . . to see 

greater opportunity, thus depriving the remaining residents 

of . . . assimilating leadership.Severing relations with 

the Mexican American community has continued to perpetuate 
22 *its lower class homogeneity. Fernando Penalosa and Edward

C. McDonagh’s Pomona study confirms the notion that the 

younger and more educated Mexican Americans are moving out 

of the harrio and are settling in the "better" Anglo resi- 
9^ e dential areas. J

The loss of indigenous leadership can best be explain

ed by the fact that upwardly mobile Mexican Americans do not 
hit a ceiling on the way up as do Megroes.2^ This state

ment, although not wholly true, accounts for the major loss 

of leadership.

Although caste-like enough to give sharp definition 
to the two groups, Anglo structure is relatively 
open to the competent Spanish and thus permits the 
siphoning off of potential Spanish leadership, in
dividuals relatively well adapted to the Anglo 
system.

Thus, the barrio remains in its original dilemma: a forgotten 

people without a voice.

This bleak portrayal may not be altogether true.

There is an emerging climate of opinion pointing to a closing 

of the leadership gap by the relatively small membership in 
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the Mexican American middle class. Carey McWilliams, in his 

effort to illuminate the Mexican American problem, wrote: 

"One reason . . . for their equivocal leadership has been the 

absence of a Spanish-speaking middle class." Frances 

Jerome Woods, in her study, hypothesized and found evidence 

to support the contention that "Mexican ethnic leadership is 

inextricably linked to class structure and supplied by the
27middle classes." Leadership in fragmented forms appears 

to be emerging within the middle class.

There exists some evidence that though the middle- 

class leaders are young, they have not forgotten the urban 
and rural slums vzhere they vzere born.^® The educational 

level of the masses trapped in the barrio is improving be

cause a growing number of educated persons are returning to 
29 lead the masses into shades of the American dream. y

This return may nark the beginning of a nevz era for 

the Mexican Americans because the leadership gap at last 

shows signs of closing. Perhaps now the natron or jefe 

rolitico will pass into history as leadership changes from
10 exploitative to concerned, responsible leadership.

Education

In general, the school systems have pitifully failed 

the Mexican American. The median educational attainment for 
Texas as reported from the I960 Census was: ^.8 years for 

the Spanish-surname population; 7.5 years for Nonwhites;
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10.8 years for Anglos. Furthernore, the median school 

years completed by Mexican American males for Toxas in I960 

was 6.2 years; Texas statistics rated lowest in comparison 

to statistics from all other Southwestern states where Mex- 
82 ican Americans reside.

"The educational status of adult Mexican Americans is 

still very low and, in terms of functional illiteracy, even 
lower than that of Megroes in the area."^^ Houston, Texas, 

statistics are no exception. Comparison of Spanish-surname, 

Anglo, and Nonwhites with four years of school or less with 

those with four years of high school or more yield the 

following percentages for the Houston Metropolitan Statisti
cal Area (I960):314"

yrs. or less h- vrs. H.S.4-
SPAI\TISH SURNAME 38.2% 16.9%

ANGLO 51.8Z%

NOMVJHITE 18.2% 25.3%

Such statistics only magnify the educational deprivation ex

perienced by Mexican Americans in a highly urbanized area.

Mexican Americans rank low educationally because they 

have a language barrier, are a discriminated minority in

stilled with an inferior self image, and attend de facto seg

regated schools. "Today the schools attended by Mexicans 

are located in the poorest areas and are largely segregated 
on a de, facto basis."35 Like the Negro ghetto, the Mexican
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American harrio atmosphere of deprivation is further perpet

uated by the dominant community’s successful segregation 

attempts,

Mexican Americans are deprived of the American dream 

of maximum public school education. The low rate of college 

attendance reflects this institutionally-imposed status. In 

Texas only per cent of the Spanish-surname population 

have one to four years of college or college-plus compared 
to 8A per cent of the Nonwhite population and 21.2 per cent 
of the Anglo population.^

If education is the index of comparison, the existing 

statistics lead one to conclude that Mexican Americans rank 

lowest at every level of educational attainment.

Occupation

Occupational classification is perhaps the most re

vealing characteristic that distinguishes the Mexican popu- 
37 lation in the United States.

If one were to define white collar workers in the 

labor force as professionals, technicals, managers, proprie

tors, and sales workers, one would find that in Texas only 
1^.8 per cent of Mexican Americans fall into this category 
compared with h-1.8 per cent of Anglo Americans.38 Converse

ly, if blue collar workers in the labor force are defined as 
all workers below the white collar class, 85.9 per cent of 

the Mexican American population are in the blue collar cate-
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gory coi?.par<?d with 58.2 per cent of Anglo Americans in this 
category.39

Broom and. Shevky explain that there exists a caste

like occupational status for Mexican Americans in the labor 

force vzhich accounts for the clustering of Mexican Americans 
Lf)in the blue collar category. M.F. Murray, in her socio

cultural study, also found a majority of Mexican Americans 
b-l employed in unskilled and semiskilled occupations.

William V. D*Antonio and Julian Samora view the low occupa

tional status of the Mexican American as an index of low 
Up assimilation on the part of this majority.

Although N.D. Humphrey concludes that the Anglo popu

lation is generally on a higher economic level than it the 
V3Mexican, Celia S. Heller states the fact more bluntly when 

she writes that Mexican Americans in Texas "rank lowest in 
occupation, education, and income.l|1+1+ Furthermore, Heller 

points to the fact that "concentration in unskilled occupa

tions means of course that Mexican Americans characteristical

ly earn much less than most other groups in the United 

States." v Income statistics more than support the inferior 

status that society confers upon Mexican Americans. Median 

income of ethnic group and Anglo males age 25 and over for 

Texas in I960 was Anglo: $^-,768; Nonwhite: $2,161; Spanish 

surname: ^2,4-00.

Thus, not only is the Mexican American’s minimal ac-
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culturation and assimilation reflected in his low socioeco- 
L7nomic status, 1 .but his low occupational and income status 

is closely related to his low educational status.

Assimilation

’•V/hen the person has come predominantly to accord his 

conduct to the meaning of the second culture, he may he said 
to have achieved a state or condition of assimilationj^^^ 

John Burma defines assimilation as "the degree to vzhich and 

the rate at which a minority takes on the material and non

material culture of the majority. . . .Robert E. Park 

and Ernest'Burgess more traditionally define assimilation as 

. .a process of interpenetration and fusion in which 

persons and groups acquire the memories, sentiments, and 

attitudes of other persons or groups and, by sharing their 

experience and history, are incorporated with them in a 

common cultural life.',z h’illiam 0. Smith describes it as a 

process whereby "the immigrant slowly gives up the tradition

al ideas, standards and practices and adopts those of the new 

country.To sum up the various definitions: "assimilation 

for the most part means conforming to Anglo-Americans mod- 

els."^ Mexican Americans, for the most part, have not yet 

conformed.

"Both in the rate and the degree of acculturation and 

assimilation Mexican Americans are among the least ’Ameri
canized’ of all ethnic groups in the United States."^4-
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of the Mexican Americans there is no doubt that their ex

tremely low educational, income, and occupational levels 

presented especially severe obstacles to their assimila- 
55 tion." Murray's sociocultural study found that 

these people have been freed to a considerable 
extent from the controls of the customs and tra
ditions of their parents, and have not yet been 
completely assimilated into the new life and culture .5°

Mexican Americans appear to be transitional marginals who 

have not yet acquired the dominant culture. Partial expla

nation for this status is offered by Humphrey when he asserts 

that ". . .a fierce pride in 'race* . . . acts to deter as
similation of American culture."^ in fact, barrio life has 

been so highly valued that McWilliams wrote years ago: 

". . . Mexican immigrants have seldom ventured beyond the 
fan of Spanish influence in the borderlands."^ Although 

Mexican Americans have ventured beyond the immediate border

lands , they have not ventured beyond the borders of barrios 

located in urban areas in the Southwest.

As pointed out earlier most Mexican Americans are 

permanent class-keepers of the lower class. Anthony Gary 

Dworkin concludes from his studies that "loxv type" Mexican 
Americans (poverty class) do not meet Ozzie C-. Simmons’ 
three criteria for assimilatiorf^^ "occupational achievement 

60. . . wealth . . . and command of Anglo ways." Further-
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more, Simmons holds fast to the folJowing assumption: "If 

the full acceptance of Mexicans hy Anglo-Zmsericans is con

tingent upon the disappearance of the cultural differences, 
it will not be accorded in the foreseeable future."0^

Other vzriters, although not disagreeing with this 

idea of unassimilated status, feel that Mexican Americans 

are more adequately classified as being at every stage of 
62 

acculturation. Since the rural areas are least likely to 

participate in the social change felt in a secular society, 

Patrick H. McNamara perceives that "if assimilation is taking 

place, the big city, of course, is the place to look for

Clark S. Knov/lton concludes from his El Paso, Texas, 

Studies that Mexican Americans, as a group, are still un- 
61l"decided about acculturation and assimilation. Although 

Arthur J. Rubel found that some Mexicans had forsaken Spanish 

for English on the basis of their understanding that assimi

lation would be conducive to higher status, this in fact, 
61' has added up to only "a very few". y

In terms of value orientations, Florence.Kluckhohn 

and Fred Strodtbeck conclude that Mexican Americans are min

imally assimilatedAdherence to the values of the old 

culture has been studied by Samora and Lamanna as they re

late the length of time in the United States and proximity 
67 of Mexico to assimilation. ‘
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Unlike other immigrant groups, Mexican /uiiericans have 

not been, quick to assimilate. In fact, the prevailing lit

erature points to a tightly-knit subculture with few signs 

of other-culture directed interaction. Barrio life has con

formed to little else than itself. Consequently, assimila- 
68 tion has not been a part of the ’’race relations cycle'1 of 

this ethnic group.

Communic nt a on

Communication with the dominant culture controls and 

is controlled by the degree of isolation experienced by the 

subculture.- If the subculture is highly isolated, then 

minimal communication with the dominant culture will prevail. 

Although this characteristic of Mexican /mierican barrio life 

has long been commented upon, it has not received much close 

attention in past studies.

Burma estimates that about three fourths of all Mexican 
69Americans in the United States live in barrios. Further

more, a large percentage of these barrio dwellers are ur

banites . Lyle Saunders views Mexican Americans as "particu
larly concentrating in the larger cities . . . .11-70 The 

U.S. Bureau of the Census reports that "in five southwestern 
states in I960, 79*1 pei* cent of the Spanish-surname popula
tion was urban and only 5-3 per cent was rural-farm.”'7^ It 

appears that larger cities are increasingly becoming the 
72 homes of modern Mexican Americans.
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Barrios are characteristically located in the heart 

ol the Metropolitan areas.Segregation has long been a 

pattern of existence of Mexican .ihrericans in both rural and 

urban areas. Joan W. Moore and Frank G. Mittelbach found 

that the larger the city, the greater the degree of segrega- 
7^ tion of Mexican Americans versus Anglos. Needless to say, 

segregation of the Mexican American in predominantly Spanish

speaking neighborhoods tends to further retard the American- 
75 

ization process. Thus, Broom and Shevky’s prediction has 

not been altered: "the continued isolation of the atomistic 
76 enclaves."

"New studies of Mexican society indicate a social and 
77 cultural heterogeneity within localities . . . ." Although 

the Mexican American barrios are predominantly lower class, 

there appear signs of cultural differences that are perhaps 

manifestations of the differential degrees of assimilation. 

"For whatever the culture of the barrios may be, it is cer

tainly a hybrid one, neither classical Mexican nor tradi- 
78 

tional Anglo urban." Broom and Shevky have alluded to this 

characteristic when they termed the barrios "marginal 
79 neighborhoods".

Thus, it appears that if the exodus from isolation is 

to become a reality, channels of communication with the out

side, dominant culture have to be expanded. This has 

prompted Burma to write: "It seems. . . that another fruit
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ful technique for improving Mexican-American relations is 

. . . the media of mass communication: radio, newspapers, 

magazines, television.Sanchez also perceives that iso

lation 11. . . increases the value of library service, of 

radio and .visual education, of community recreation, and of 

newspaper service.”

This study will investigate the effects of communica

tion with the Anglo community upon leadership recognition. 

Although included as part of another variable, assimilation, 

the converse will be investigated: the effects of communica

tion within and exclusive with the Mexican American communi

ty as it effects leadership recognition.

Summary

In summary, the literature referred to in this section 

indicates that leadership has always been lacking within the 

Mexican American community. This lack has often been related 

to the low educational status, low occupational status, low 

assimilation', and low degree of communication with the dom

inant culture.

The relevant literature on education, occupation, as

similation, and communication was examined because leader

ship, ultimately leadership recognition, is a function of 

each of these variables. Many opinions regarding this re

lationship between these variables and leadership recognition 

have been expressed, but no data appear to explain specif
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ically this relationship. The validity of the assumptions 

in this area has not boon empirically tested. Such testing 

is the purpose of this thesis.

Education for the Mexican American has alv/ays been 

lacking, if not totally inadequate. In the Southwest, Mexi

can Americans have consistently ranked lower than Anglos and 

Mogroes. A lox^r educational status has been a prevailing 

characteristic of the barrio.

Occupational status varies directly with the level of 

education obtained. Since education has been overwhelmingly 

low, it is not surprising that most borrio dwellers are in 

the blue collar class.

Assimilation has often been commented upon in the lit

erature. There exists considerable agreement pointing to 

the fact that Mexican Americans have not yet assimilated. 

Their lack of assimilation has often been associated with a 

fierce pride in nLa Raza".

Although Mexican Americans 'are predominantly urban, 

the barrios have continued to be isolated from the greater 

society. Nevertheless, the barrios are not characteristical

ly homogeneous.. In fact, recent studies point to a hetero

geneous, hybrid culture which is more marginal than classical

ly Mexican or traditionally Anglo. Isolation undoubtedly 

is a result of the lack of communication between the sub

ordinate group and the supcrordinate group. If this contin
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ues, the subculture will only perpetuate itself. Therefore, 

connunication with the outside cormunity surrounding the 

barrio becomes a most important area of study.

Mexican Americans have not been able to generate 

effective leadership because potential emerging leaders ha.ve 

not had the support of the rank and file. The dilemma is 

perpetuated by a trend toward assimilation evident in poten

tial leaders, who tend to assimilate rather than to lead.

Positive trends nay be emerging, however. Some evi

dence suggests that the Mexican American leadership gap is 

being closed by the rising middle class. This may mark a 

new era for the "forgotten people" whose destiny may turn 

from exploitative leadership to concerned, responsible 

leadership.

An Evaluation of the Literature On Mexican Americans

If Mexican Americans have been ignored in scholarly 

vzriting, fault lies partially within the social sciences. 

Often government action on social problems follows the foci 

of professional research. If this is true, social research 

has failed Mexican Americans.

The literature that exists is outdated and what has 

been written is scant. In the limited research which con

cerns Mexican Americans, the major texts were v/ritten before 
19%. The following list includes the leading social sci

entists who have had concern with Mexican Americans:
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Bogardus (1931+) ? Burma. (195^), Gamio (1930), Griff 1th (191-:-8), 

Kibbo (191+6), McWilliams (19^, 191+9) 5 Murray (195^), Sanchez 

(19^-0), Saunders (19^9), Talbert (1955), Tuck (1956), and 

Woods (19!+9)«

Little has been vzritten since 1956. The above men

tioned scholars have becoE:e the authorities on Mexican Amer

icans. All of the superannuated studies portray a rural 

Mexican American; this is highly deceiving since Mexican 

Americans are now more urban than rural. Even as late as 
1961+ William Madsen’s study, The Me?;lean Americans of South 

Texas? described Mexican /miericans as a highly rural minority. 

Such images of Mexican Americans are anachronistic and are 

continually perpetuating an erroneous view of Mexican Ameri

cans .

The barrios which were once rural are now urban, and 

a host of new problems have arisen in Mexican American cul

ture. For example, the urban setting is more conducive to 

the marginality of Mexican Americans. These Hnew Mexicans" 

are neither wholly American nor wholly Mexican. Furthermore, 

they represent a transitional culture which is not wholly 

urban or wholly rural. The social science literature has 

failed to conceptualize the urban barrio culture as distinct 

and different from the rural barrios where farmworkers re

side .

The most recent and significant studies on leadership
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wore done ‘between 19^-9 and 19?1+ "by Woods, Wratson and Sanora. 

Only one of those studies dealt with leadership in the urban 
setting; that study was a dissertation written in 195+9» 

These studies are made even nore outdated by the changing 

character of the urban Mexican American culture.

The most recent material that pertains to Mexican 

American leadership has been tangential, reported in D*Antonio’s 
po community power studies. These reputational studies have 

focused upon community influentials. They do not enable gen

eralizations because D’.Antonio’s research, like Madsen’s, 

was conducted in South Toxas which contains a rural Mexican 

American society highly different from Mexican Americans in 

the highly populated urban centers.

If the extent of literature is representative of the 

concern for the problems, then clearly social scientists do 

not recognize leadership as a Mexican American problem.

The studies on leadership that do exist, including 

D*Antonio’s reputational studies, focus on the types of in

fluentials or the characteristics of leaders. Although 

leadership has minimally been the focus of attention, lead

ership recognition has been totally ignored; as if those who 

follow have no relationship to the recognition of leaders.

V/hen movements depend on leaders and leaders on 

followers, the careful research of the characteristics of 

follov/ers is of critical importance. Only through such re-
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search can the roots of the leadership problem be uncovered. 

To state in one’s findings that Mexican Americans 

have "x" characteristics, or that Mexican Americans have 

little or no leaders evades the issue that gave rise to the 

question. The issue that has systematically been evaded by 

social scientists doing research on the Mexican American 

problem is that discrimination and prejudice have made it 

difficult for Mexican American leadership to arise.

In conclusion, the literature on Mexican Americans is 

minimal and what exists is distinctly outdated. The social 

conditions wherein Mexican xbmericans have searched for the 

sun have only been a reflection of a racist society that has 

traditionally discriminated against peoples of color.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

In contemporary American sociology the survey method 

is both popular and widely employed. Survey data are ’’ob

jective'1 and are ameanable to analysis by use of inductive 

statistics. Objectivity and rigorous analysis, of course, 

are highly desirable in sociological research. The elabora

tion of the techniques of survey research and the subsequent 

widespread use of the survey method have contributed much to 
sociological research.’1'

Yet"there are critics of the survey method and of sur- 
p vey research. Among criticisms is the charge that inter- 

viev/ers cannot always elicit candid and accurate responses 

from informants. This contention has serious implications; 

no refinement in analysis can overcome serious imperfections 

in basic research data. There undoubtedly is a greater or 

lesser problem of interviewer-respondent communication in 

many survey projects. In the study reported here, most cer

tainly there were potential problems of this kind.

Qualifications for interviewing jobs usually include 

at least some college "props" of manner and dress which 

indicate "middle class" identity,and some sort of linl: 

between interviewers and the scholarly community. In the 

barrio of Magnolia the interviewer with the usual quali-
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floations would have been impossibly handicapped. The writer 

decided to use as interviev/ers selected young residents of 

the neighborhood.

The hor^lnc.l Informant

Although the use of the poor and uneducated as indig- 

eneous interviewers is viewed with skepticism by many spe

cialists in social research, Arthur Pearl argues that such 

procedure can yield valuable and unique data in survey re- 
Lj.search. Pearl reports not only that the poor can do the 

job of interviewing, but also that the poor can interview 

the poor more effectively. Of critical importance for Pearl 

is that "poor" interviewers establish greater rapport with 

poor informants than do traditionally trained interviewers.

The use of indigeneous interviewers becomes of criti

cal importance when one does research in the Mexican American 

barrio. Such research has partially been deterred by the 

language barrier and by the Mexicano1s suspicion of non

barrio members. One must not only understand this subculture 

but must also be a member in order to win fully the confi

dence of informants, which is so critical for survey research. 

Interviewers who do not speak Spanish, or who only speak for

mal Spanish, are not likely to break the barrio-barrier.

Having considered the above problems, this researcher 

chose to recruit indigeneous interviewers for his proposed 

project. A research training seminar for barrio locals was
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organized. The intervievzers-in-training were Mexican .Taeri- 

can juveniles from the saianle area. These juveniles were 

all "bilingual and v/cre all known throughout the neighborhood. 

In fact, tho interviewers were more versed in Spanish than 

in English.

Most of the interviews, were conducted totally in 

Spanish or in a Spanish-English variant. The schedule, 

which was originally written in English, was translated into 

Spanish in order to facilitate interviewing.

Description of the Sample Area

The'neighborhood where the research project was con

ducted is known as Magnolia. It has a tradition of being the 

oldest Mexican American enclave in Houston, Texas.

Magnolia is primarily a residential area located in 

East Houston near the Houston ship channel. Here the "little 

Mexico" of Houston has persisted, having had in its history 

much crime—elaborate narcotic operations, the traditional 

rachuco gangs, and much vice.

The area is relatively isolated from the greater commu

nity. Its boundaries are very well defined by a ship channel, 

a bayou, and three major thoroughfares. Tho barrio residents 

move easily within this "turf", but strangers are most cer

tainly not welcome.

Magnolia contains one recreational park, appropriate

ly named De Zavala Park. This park is the center of youth 
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activity because the use of its facilities is the chief r:eans 

of entertainment available to the brrrio youth. The area 
also contains an elementary school (De Zavala Elementary) 

which is adjacent to De Zavala Park. The junior hi^h school 
(Edison Junior High) and the high school (Milby High School) 

are both located on the periphery.

Although Kagnolia is predominantly a residential 

area, there exists a small business area which is Mexican- 

o^med and/or designed to cater to Mexican American needs. 

The major Mexican food distributors for Houston are also lo

cated in this traditional Mexican American enclave—e.g. a 

tortilla factory.

Magnolia was selected as a research site for the fol
lowing reasons: (1) the area is a community that is exclusive- 

'ly'Mexican American; (2) the area has well defined bounda

ries; (3) several generations of Mexican /mericans live there; 

(V) the area is highly residential and noncommercial; (5) 

the majority of residents work in or near the community; (6) 

and the community has much solidarity. Aill things consider

ed, it is held that Magnolia is typical of urban Mexican 

American barrio life.

For these reasons, it was here that the writer chose 
to test these hypotheses: (1) there exists a lovz recognition 

of leaders in the barrio; and (2) leadership recognition is 

directly related to educational status, occupational rank,
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Procedure And Method

The community selected for study overlaps into three 

census tracts. Over two thousand families live in the area. 

A twenty per cent area sample of households was selected 
from the Houston City Directory (i960).

A list of block addresses was collected from the Di

rectory. Every fifth address from this list was selected 

for interview purposes. A total of four hundred and fifteen 

schedules were administered.

Time for the structured interviews ranged from one 

hour to one and a half hours per schedule. One hundred 

questions were asked, most being of the yes-no type. Very 

fevz questions were the categorical type. The schedule was 

designed to facilitate the administering and recording of 

each schedule. The interviews were conducted over a six- 

week period.

Two adult supervisors, one consultant, and fifteen 

indigeneous intervievzers worked on the project, interviews 

were conducted by teams of two; one intervievzer asked ques

tions” and the other recorded responses. The majority of the 

interviews were conducted in Spanish or in Spanish and English 

many of the interviews would not have been obtained had it 

not been for the bilingualism of each of the intervievzers.

The schedule was pretested in a neighboring Mexican
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American neighborhood on the fringe of the Magnolia area. 

Consequently, each of the interviewers had one or more prac

tice runs prior to actual interviewing in the Magnolia area.

The Schedule

The schedule was constructed by this WTiter. A model, 

so to speak, was supplied by a schedule used in a Negro com

munity in a previous study.Although many questions were 

revised to gain simplicity or, more importantly, to make the 

items more applicable to the Mexican American community, the 

schedule was not fundamentally changed for use in this pro

ject. The schedule contained one hundred questions. Some of 

the data were not used because they were not applicable to 

this thesis.

A list of Negro, Anglo,and Mexican American leaders 

was gathered from local city newspapers, from local Spanish 

novzspapers, from the recommendations of prominent local 

Poverty Program officials, and from the comments of Mexican 

Americans in the Magnolia area and in the greater Houston 

area. The criterion for selection was a claim to represent 

Mexican Americans. The following question was asked with the 

following names to checked if recognized:

72. Do you recognize any of these names?

a. Cesar Chavez 
b. Henry B. Gonzalez 
c. Reyes Lopez Tijerina 
d. Lauro Cruz 
e. Barbara Jordan 
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f.

i. 
d. 
k.

Bob Bckho.rdt '
Roy Elizondo ____________
Rev. Antonio Gonzalez  
Rev. James LaVois Novarro
Franlc Partida
Louis Welch 

A summated rating scale was used to classify leader

ship recognition on a low-medium-high continuum. V/horever 

one of the names was recognized, the response was weighted 

by one point; where a name was not recognized, the response 

vzas weighted zero. Low leadership recognition was defined 

as 0-3 points; medium leadership recognition was defined as 
^-7 points; and high leadership recognition was defined as 

8-11 points.

The following question was used to obtain information 

on educational attainment:
80. VJhat is the highest grade the man of the house 

completed?
a) 0 - 4 yrs.
b) 5 - 8 yrs.
c) 9-11 yrs.
d) 12.
e) College.‘

Low educational attainment was defined as 0 - V years; medium 

educational attainment defined as 5 - 8 years; and high ed

ucational attainment as 9 years through college.

An assimilation index was obtained from the summated 

ratings of five questions. The questions used to measure as

similation were:
6. How long have you lived in this house or apart

ment?
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a) 0-3 yrs ♦ 
Id) - 6 yrs.
c) 7 - 10 yrs.
d.) 10 - 20 yrs.
e) All your life.

7. tihere were you born?
a) Texas
b) Mexico
c) In the United States but not in Texas

29. Do you read any Spanish newspapers?
a) Yes
b) No

33* Do you listen to any Spanish radio stations?
a) Yes
b) No

93. Do you feel more attached to Mexico or the 
United States?

a) Mexico
b) United States

Question six measures the stability of the population.

If a respondent had lived in the same house only 1-3 years 

or loss, this was weighted zero points; if a respondent had 

lived in the same house - 10 years, this was weighted one 

point; and if a respondent had lived in the same house 10 

years and above, this was weighted two points.

Question seven measures nativity as an index of assimi

lation. If the respondent wore born in Mexico, this was 

weighted zero points, but if the respondent v/ore born in 

Texas or in the United States, this was vzeighted one point.

Question twenty-nine and question thirty-three measure 
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"the clogroe of attachnont to Spanish-language communication 

media. If a respondent answered yes to either question 

number 29 or 33, this v/as weighted zero points, but if the 

respondent answered no to each of the two questions, then 

this was weighted one point per each such response.

Question ninety-three measures attachment to country 

as a measure of assimilation. If a respondent felt more 

attached to Mexico, this response was weighted zero points, 

and if a respondent felt more attached to the United States, 

this uTas weighted two points.

The total possible points that could be accumulated 

as a measure of assimilation was seven points. Low assimila

tion was defined as 0 - 2 points; medium assimilation was 
defined as 3 - 5 points; and high assimilation as 6 - 7 

points. 
r>

Access to channels of communication0 was measured by 

four questions. The following questions were used to con-' 

struct this index:
23. Do you watch 6 o’clock news or any other news 

program?
a) Yes
b) No

2^. Do you watch any of the election programs, for 
example politicians who campaign on T.V. or radio?
a) Yes
b) No

2?. Do you read any newspapers?
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a) Yes
"b) Mo

31'. Do you. read any magazines?

a) Yes
b) No

Each ’'yes” response v/as weighted one point and each 

"no" response was v/eighted zero points. Lox-j score on access 

to channels of communication media was defined as 0 - 1 

points 5 medium was rated as 2 points; and high was rated as 
3-1+ points.

Occupational classification was compiled from answers 

to one question:
81+. hhat is the occupation of the man of the house?

Name: 

The data were grouped into three categories: white collar, 

blue collar, and unemployed or not in the labor force. Occu

pational classifications were aided by the Classified index 
of Occurations and Industries9 and by C. Wright Mills1s de
finition of white collar.^ Those defined as unemployed or 

not in the labor force included retired people in the area.

Limitations of the Data

It is admitted that the data upon which the research 

reported here was based are not ideal in every respect. Al

though the sample was randomly selected, a question arises 

as to the representativeness of Magnolia.

It is admitted that Magnolia may not wholly be typical 



of Mexican /anerican conmunitios •throughout the Southwest, 

but it is believed that it approximates ths typical urban 

barrio. V.liatever differences do exist between Magnolia and 

other urban barrios appear nininal when the low status of 

all Mexican Americans is used as a base. It is those low 

status conditions that typify barrios throughout the South- 

west.

Another limitation of the data is the degree of gener

alization that may be made on the basis of leadership trends 

in Magnolia. Barries in other southwestern locales possibly 

nay bo more closely attuned to leadership than was the 

Magnolia barrio.

A more accura.te account of leadership trends would 

ideally have been a sample which would have included Mexican 

Americans from each of the major barrios located in the South

west. Undoubtedly, this would have allowed more accurate 

generalizations, especially of leadership trends on a na

tional level. However, for the purposes of this thesis re

search, this was impractical.

Although local and regional leaders vary from barrio 

to barrio, general leadership trends should be consistent. 

Leadership trends may fluctuate, but it is believed that the 

relationship between the barrio and their leaders will not 

differ markedly from place to place.

Insofar as the author is concerned with leadership in 



conoral rather than solely with leadership in haynolia, the 

trends are sufficient to gain perspective into the honican 

.'morican leadership problem. Therefore, for the chief pur

poses of-this research, the generalizations that can bo made 

from the data are believed to characterize barrio life in 

the contemporary United States.
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/J'" AIjVS is

Ilcxican /‘jacricans havo continuall^r 1DGon a "forgotten 

poorlo." Historically, Mexicans in Ancrico. have suffered 
since the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 18^C. The treatj’-

T. .’hich vzas signed after the United States-Mexican war pro

vided that all conquered citizens of Mexico could 1000x10

U. S. citizens or retain Mexican nationality. All Mexicc-n 

nationals who regained in the area and nade no public choici 

autorcatically hecar.e /izierican citizens subject to United 

States law after a period of tine. Furthernore, the United 

States guaranteed that it would honor all extant Spanish 

land grants x/hich had Aeon recognized as valid by the Mexi

can republican government.

Unfortunately, Mexican citizens were treated like 

Montezuma’s conquered Aztecs. Mot only x-zas the treaty bro

ken and land grants not honored, but Mexicans in America, 

have never experienced full citizenship rights. The broach 

of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo by the U.S. government 

xzas indicative of the maltreatment inflicted upon Mexican 

Americans of the Southx/cst.

With this heritage Mexican Anoricams struggled to 

deuild-their barrios v/hich, to this day, have a distinct 

language and culture. First,, the barrios eared in
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rural areas where Mexican Americans lived, as farmworkers. 

There they have remained until automation has ~radually dis

placed them. Thereafter, they flocked to the cities vzhere 
1

80 per cent of Mexican Americans now live.

Although Mexican Americans have migrated to the urban 

centers with the onset of £.utonation3 their conditions have 

remained the same regardless of locale. Urbanization has 

not brought prosperity to Mexican Americans. The verrio has 

not disappeared. In facty it has endured and has fostered 

strong solidarity within ,1a raza.

Mexican American culture has traditionally been 

plagued by a low educational attainment5 a low occupational 

status5 a low rate of assimilation, and a slight communica

tion with the greater community. Those disabil-ities have 

been as characteristic of the barrio culture as has the 

Spanish language.

The variables characteristic of the burr?o culture 

are all interrelated and examplify Myrdal’s “principle of 

cumulation.Low education creates a cumulative trend 

which perpetuates a low degree of communication with the 

greater community. In turn, this perpetuates low occupa

tional achievement. Finally, all these variables combined 

perpetuate a low rate of assimilation. Undoubtedly, this 

"vicious circle" has guaranteed a low status for Mexican 

Americans in the Southwest. Keedless to say, all these var- 



iablos reflect opportunities v.iiich ore not nc.c.o e.voilablo to 

lexicon ieocricons. The dilcr.n-.a supposts the problon. ccec1, 

none optinisticolJy, "the rnlocly suyyosts the cuno"."

These "sociof.. conditions11 vhich hove playued the

lo. or io suyyest the undorlyiny causes of the Mexican Zuiiorican 

leadership problos. If one understands the r.ilieu of the 

^arri^, then the assertion tho.t Mexican Americans have no 

effective loaders is no surprise.

The Mexican American comunity, unlike the hep'ro con

nunity, has not had the intellectual elites to synthesize ar 

ideology of protest, for the Mexican American’there have 

been no Martin Luther Zinas or Stokley Carnichaels. With

out leadership Mexican Amorleans have had no voice to ring 

the sound of the "forgotten people".

It is with this understanding of the conditions of 

Mexican American life that the problem of Mexican A=:ierican 

leadership is approached. It is the task of this thesis to 
test t\To hypotheses: (1) there exists a Iotz recognition of 

loaders in the barrioP and (2) leadership recognition is di

rectly related to educational attainment, occupational, rank, 

degree of assimilation, and access to commication media.

Statistical Profile of Magnolia

Goodman and Jarlais estimated the percentage of Moxi

can laser leans of tbn total Houston population to bo 7.1 per
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r *3cent. The percentage of the Spanish-carnanc population in 

each of the three census tracts included in the present 
study according to the i960 Census was: Census Tract 19, to 

per cent; Census Tract 20, per cent; and Census Tract 21, 
Ip per cont.^ Although no one census tract was completely 

within the Mapnolia boundaries, the bulk of the Spanish-sur- 

namo population in each of the census tracts resides within 

1'aonolia. ethnically, Kapnolia is prodoninantly hexican 

American. Thus, within llaanolia proper, Mexican /wioricans 

constitute a much greater percentage"than any one census 

tract night indicate.

The nodian school years completed by Spemish-surname 
persons 2p years and over, according to the i960 Census, arc 

as follows: Census Tract 19, 5*5 years; Census Tract 20, 5.2 
yrs.; Census Tract 21, 6.7 yrs.^7 Tithin the area, one 

elementary school is centrally located, one junior high 

school is located on the x/estern boundary, and one high 
school is located on the southern boundary.u As the sta

tistics suggest, de facto segregation and discrimination have 

taken tjieir toll in Magnolia.

In Magnolia income is correlated positively with edu

cation in the usual manner. The median income of Spanish- 
surnane families for i960 was as follows: Census Tract 19, 
w3,99>; Census Tract 20, 63,850; Census Tract 21, 33,929.9 

Tach of these census tracts is considered to bo at the mover-
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ty Icvol ^ccordinc to the Houston Harris County Comvaiity 
Action Association, which uses ^AjCOO as the poverty crite

rion so as to adjust for higher earning in urban areas.

The median school years completed by the total Houston 
Spanish-surnone population in l$60 was 6A years compared to 
8.8 years for the tor al Houston Anglo population.--1- For 

1965 Goodman and Jarlais estimated that median school years 

for each of the groups mentioned above as 7.2 years for the 

Spanish-surname population, 9*5 years for the Hegro popula

tion, and 12.9 years for the Anglo population.
The median annual income for 1999 and 19'6^ was as 

follows:^3

TOTAL H OUST OH SPAHISH-S UBHA1-I3 M3GR0
1999 G6,oL.o 8^,339 $3^26

196^ estimate $6,700 $9,390 $^,^-00

It is to be noted that the Mexican American population 

of Magnolia had in 1999 less education than the total Houston 

Spanish-surname population and less income than the total 

Houston Spanish-surname population. Although "the Mexican- 

American percentage of the total Houston population has been 
1) । steadily increasing,11 Mexican /mierican barrio life has not 

changed significantly in character and structure. Although 

there have been relative gains toward equality, the gap re

mains, as do the forgotten people.

leadershi^t A Preliminary lr*al'rsis
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The percentage of recognition per leader is presented 

in Table III; this table also includes a rank ordering of 

the leaders.

TA3L3 III

L3ADSRSHIP RlCOGriTIOh BY PIRCBITTAGBS
AID RAIJII ORDER ■CLASSIFICATION

leader IV
 O o B Q "7

Cesar Chavez 17.3^ 11
Henry B. Gonzalez 54-. Ip
Reyes Lonez Tijerina 27.6p 9
Lauro Cruz 66.17
Barbara Jordan 33.97 7
Bob Eckhardt 29.67 (j

Roy Elizondo 20.2; - 10
Rev. Amtonio Gonzalez 64.97 3
Rev. James LaVois Novarro 6
Frank Partida 50.57 5
Louis Welch 70.07 1

Before description of the above table is given, perhaps, a 

brief description of each leader is appropriate at this 

point.
(1) Cesar Chavez: Non violent Mexican Areerican leader 

who organized the Farra Workers’ Union in Delano, 
Calif.

(2) Henry B. Gonzalez: Representative to the U.S. 
House of Representatives from San Antonio.

(3) Reyes Lopez Tijerina: Militant Mexican z'merican. 
from New Mexico who is attempting to recover land 
grants to Spanish citizens as specified in the 
Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo.

(^) Lauro Cruz: Area Representative to the State 
House of Representatives who campaigned and es
tablished his headquarters in Magnolia.
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(5) Bc.r’oara Jordan: k Ko^ro wonan who is an area Sena
tor to "tne ^"Co-lo iDenate.

(6) BoId Bckhardt: Bopresontativo to the U.S. house of 
Representatives whose constitutoircs reside in 
Magnolia.

(?) Roy Blizondo: A local noustonis.n who is the state 
chairnan of the Political Association of Spanish- 
Speaking Organizations (P.A.S.O.).

(8) Rev. Antonio Gonzalez: A local priest whose church 
was located in central Magnolia, and who also was 
very active in the state's Valley March on Austin 
by South Texas farmworkers.

(9) Rev. Janes LaVois novarro: A local Baptist minis
ter who was active in the state's Valley March on 
Austin by South Texas farmworkers.

(10) Frank Partida: A local resident who is a board 
'nonbor on the local Poverty Program board and who
is President of the United Organizations Informa
tion Center, an organization of organizations 
created to represent city Mexican Americans.

(11) Louie Welch: Mayor of the City of Hcwston.

Mayor Louie Welch received the maximum amount of rec
ognition (70.0 per cent) and Cesar Chavez the minimum recog

nition (17.3 per cent), constituting a range of 92.7 per

centage points. With the exception of Louie Welch, the first 
six leaders in rank order were all Mexican Americans /72) 

L. Cruz: 66.1 per cent; (3) A. Gonzalez: 6^.9 per cent; (^) 

H.B. Gonzalez: 51+.l per cent; (9) F. Partida: 90.9 per cont; 

(6) J.L. Novarro: ^.O per cent7. Thereafter, recognition 

declined steadily /(7) B. Jordan: 33.9 per cent to (11) C. 

Chavez: 17.3 per cent/.

Leadership recognition can further bo analyzed on a
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cosnopolitan-local classification. Table TT presents 

leaders classified in this respeex:

TABL2 IV

LlAD/aS CLASSIFIED BY TYPES OF laFLYBITTI.ALS

Leader Cl a o o - 'j*n f;"5 j_ *'?n1‘:

Cesor Chavez (C)
Mcn.ry B. Gonzalez (C)
Reyes Lopez Tijerina (C)
Lauro Cruz (L)
Barbara Jordan (c)
Bob Eckhardt (c)
Roy Elizondo (C)
Rev. Antonio Gonzalez (L)
Rev. James LaVois Novarro (L)
Frank Partida (L)
Louie Lrelch (C)

^Robert K. Merton’s classification of
"local" (L) and "cosmopolitan" (C) is used, 
and the chief criterion for distinguishing the 
two is found in their orientation toward the 
local corwivnunity or the greater society out
side of the community.

.Although only four leaders were locals (Cruz, Kovarro, 

A. Gonzalez, and Partida), all ranked in the top sin. Each 

of the leaders was classified as a "local" because local 

Mexican /unerican Community leadership, although sometimes 

obscured by state involvement, was their prime role require

ment. The remaining seven leaders were classified as "cos

mopolitans" because their major loyalty was not to the Mexi

can Americans of Magnolia, but rather to a multiplicity of 

communities.



Soo.’Qjc^^or.ic s jc"1. To T.~ ^pco^r'itier.

Tho two indicios of scciocconoraic ronk usoc. ir_ this 

study oro oducation oud occupation. llT..rnile there are r.any 

exceptions, the evidence is conclusive ths.t educational 
•) .< _level is closely related to occupation . . . .noth vari

ables are related to the status of hoxicc.n nrioricans in

Texas as well as throughout the Southwest. The Mexican ;luer- 

ican’s "... economic status is probably in the lower quar

tile of ethnic groups in terns of pay rates and percentage
1701 Mexicans in skilled jobs and the professions.11 Sanora 

also adds that ". . .in the case of the Mexican Americans 

there is no doubt that their extreuely low educational, in- 

cono, and occupational levels presented especially severe ob
stacles to their assinilation.11"1^ Thus, there exists con

siderable agreement that education and occupation are valid 

indicies of socioeconomic rank.

After a review of the literature and a brief intro

duction to the variables to be discussed, the reader should 

be avzare that each variable has been treated in isolation 

without due pertinence to leadership recognition. This has, 

in part, been both intentional and unavoidable. To the 

knowledge of the author, there has boon no study relating 

the variables in question to leadership recognition. In the 

.main,-the literature has dealt cither x/ith types of Mexican 

.hierican loaders and/or influentials, but not vzith the nature 



19of tho followers who classify the loaders. Syocificall^r, 

the ocTucational md occupatior.al states, uho decree of assir.:- 

ilatioio, aiid access to channels of c car.', unicat ion as character 

istics of the follovrers have not Icon studied in relationship 

to leadership classification or recognition. Throughout the 

rer;.ainc.or of the thesis, the author wil2. attempt to tost the 

hypotheses: leadership recognition is directly related to 
(1) education (2) occupation, (3) assimilation, and (V) com- 

nunication.



TABLE V

IBADEPtSITIP RjlCOGRITJOI-I RATE3 BY EDUCAT I Oil

Percent Leadership Recognition3

■U Lovz Medium Hifh Total
EDUCAT I Oir N p N p H p IT

I,0W 68 ^6.8 60 lM.3 17 11.7 1^5 99.8

MEDIUI-i V? lH,2 50 ^3.8 17 1^.9 11^ 99.9
HIGH 3.6 35.2 14.1+ ]B.l 22 21.5 102 9°. 8

HO RESHOUSE 38 70.3 12 22.2 V 7.Li- 5}r 99.9
TOTAL 189 L:-5 - 5 166 Li-0.0 60 I1!-.1"!- V19' 99.9

aFor construction of index sec Chapter III, 
^For construction of index see Chapter III, Scheclulf.•
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Ths relation hctv/cen educational attainment and lead

ership recognition will bo analyzed first. Education will 

herein be defined as the education of the male head of the 

household. Four major categories vzere constructed to clas

sify the educational attainment of the male head of the 

household. Thirty-three per cent of the sample were cate
gorized as having low education (0 - V years); twenty-eight 

per cent of the sample were classified as having re.ediun edu

cation (5-8 years); twenty-six per cent vzere categorized 

as having high education (9 - college); and thirteen per cen 

were classified in the ,!no response’1 category.

Table V shows that, generally speaking, the higher 

•the Mexican American’s educational attainment, the greater 

is his recognition of leaders. However, for those character 

ized by low leadership the relationship seems not to be con

sistent. It is easy to explain this illusion of inconsisten 

cy.
The leadership recognition data show that low leader

ship recognition decreases with education. The conclusion 

is clear that if leadership recognition increases xzith edu

cation, then the rates of low leadership recognition will de 

crease with a higher educational attainment.

For those with lox; leadership recognition a steady 
decrease is noted from ^6.8 ner cent for those with low edu
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cation to 35*2 por cont for those with high oducc.tion. Con

versely, high leadership recognition, rates increase fro::; 11.7 

per cent in low education to 21.5 per cent in high education.

This analysis of leadership recognition by education 

provides evidence for accepting the hypothesis that states 

that leadership recognition is directly related to education

al attainment. Thus, the better educated Mexican American is 

more likely to recognize more leaders.

Oc curat ion

Since the place that an individual attains in the 

social stratification system is often dependent upon his oc
cupation,*^ occupational classification is one of the most 

significant characteristics which, distinguish the Mexican 

population of the United States.Occupation is another 

index of socioeconomic rank, x.hich, li?ce education, indi

cates the lower status of Mexican Americans in our society.

Occupation, as this writer previously explained, was 

classified into three categories: white collar, blue collar, 

and imnsmployod or not in the labor force. Classification 
was aided by the Census adentun, 1 c 6 0 C1 a s s j f i a d I nd e of 

Occur a t ions and Indus tries, and by C. •h-ight Mills’ classic 

book, '..hite Collar. The classification '’unemployed or not 

in the labor force" included retired people in the area.



TABL3 VI

I.EADifflSilIP R3C0GIT1VT0TT RATES BY OCCUPATION
Percent Leadership Recognition0-

cT?or construction of index sec Chapter III, Bchcdii.le. 
hFor construction of index see Chapter III, Bciiedplo „

Low Modiwi High Total
OCCUPATION0 II N $ ].t M ■
imUUPLOYEi) OR NOT
IN LABOR FORCE 23 90.0 18 39.1 9 10.8 V6 99.9

BLUB COLLAR l?_h i-M.8 126 11-2.9 h6 19.9 296 99.9
WHITE COLT.Al^ 5 29.0 9 U9.o 6 30.0 20 100.0

NO RE3P0IISK 37 69.8 13 21!-. 9 3 9.6 93 99.9
TOTAL 189 1i-9.9 166 ho.o 60 hl 9 99.9

Os 
ro
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Table VI shows that the higher the occupational rank 

of the barrio Mexican /imerican, the greater is his recogni

tion of leaders. Here again, those with low leadership re

cognition do not manifest the trend evident in medium and 

high leadership recognition. This apparent incongruency is 

explained by further examination of the data.

The data show that low leadership recognition rates 

decrease from $0.0 per cent among those of imonployed or not 

in the labor force status to 25.0 per cent for those of white 

collar status. Contrastingly, high leadership recognition 

rates increase from 10.8 per cent in the unemployed status 

to 30.0 per cent in the white collar status.

Since occupational rank influences leadership recog

nition at all levels, an explanation can be oas-ily ascer

tained. A higher occupational rank increases the degree of 

leadership recognition. Presumably, the greater one’s occu

pational rank, the greater is his awareness of community 

loaders. Therefore, a greater occupational rank would tend 

to decrease low leadership recognition and tend to increase 

high leadership recognition.

The analysis of leadership recognition by occupation 

leads to an acceptance of the hypothesis vzhich states that 

leadership recognition is directly related to occupational 

status. Therefore, it is true that white collar Mexican 

Americans recognize a greater number of leaders.



Assir.iil?. 11 o n

6^

Koxican. .taericans have not yet heen totally assimi

lated. into American society. This fact prompts narcos De

Leon to write:

the
(1)
(2)

(3)

(^)

One premise is certain, we can no longer accept 
usual procedures . . . ;;ithout considering:
the bicultural coimiunity in vzhich he lives;
the lack of his complete and total acceptabil
ity by ”American society1';
the consequent isolation and segregation, there
by producing unassimilated social units;
the inlierent culture lag brought on by barriers
which prohibits 
nity living . .

normal participation in conmu- ^2

Assimilation among Mexican Americans is definitely something 

that has not been achieved. Although different degrees of 

assimilation are evident among Mexican Americans, the final 

goal of total and complete assimilation is as unreal as the 

Spanish conquerors’ Christian god was to the Aztecs, who 
looked to Tezcatlinoca for strength and guidance.^3

The index to measure assimilation was constructed 

from the summated ratings of five questions. The assimila

tion index was constructed from questions that vzere measures 
of (1) length of residence in the barrio: (2) nativity; (3) 

degree of attachiaent to intracultural communication channels; 
and (^-) the degree of national identity.

An analysis of the responses will be coiamented upon 

briefly in order to give a perspective of the summated ratings 

The question on length of residence reveals the following 
totals in the response categories; (a) 0-3 years, 30 per
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cent; (b) H - 6 years, ih- per cent; (c) 7-10 years, 1V per 

cent; (d) 10 - 20 years, 29 per cent; (e) all life, 9 per 

cent. Nativity responses reveal that 69 per cent were born 

in Texas or the United States and only 29 per cent of the 

sample were born in Mexico. The two questions on the decree 

of attachment reveal that 39 per cent of the sample read 

Spanish newspapers; 57 per cent do not. Regarding intra- 

cultural communication, responses on those who listen to a 

Spanish radio station ranged as' high as 82 per cent, whereas 

only 13 per cent of the sample did not listen to a Spanish 
radio station. Righty-five per cent of the sample felt more 

attached to the United States and only 7 per cent felt any 
attachment to Mexico. /



TABLE VII

LEADERSHIP RECOGNITION RATES BY ASSIMILATION
Percent Leadership Recoonitiona

ASSIMILATION0 N Medium
T.T ri /o

High To
N N

tai cZ
/°

LOW 65 69.1 25 26,^ h- 5F,2 9’+ 99.8

MEDIUl-I 11^ 38.9 128 ^3.6 51 17. 293 99.9
HIGH 10 35.7 13 h6.lF 5 17.8 28 99.9
TOTAL 189 1+5.5. 166 h-0.0 60 l1,-.^ kl^ 99.9

aFor construction of index see Chapter in, Schedule.
^For construction of indo?,: sec Chapter in, Schedule.

Ox ox
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^ssinilr'.tion. Table VII shows that the higher the 

degree of assimilation, the greater is the recognition of 

leaders. The saiae apparent inconsistency appears between 

low leadership recognition and medium and high leadership 

recognition.

To restate, the rates of low leadership recognition 

decrease with the degree of assimilation, and the rates of 

high leadership recognition increase with the degree of assi

milation. This, however, is a reflection of the effects of 

assimilation upon all classes of leadership recognition.

The data show that low leadership recognition rates 
decrease from 69.1 per cent in low assimilation to 35.7 per 

cent in high assimilation, whereas high leadership recogni

tion rates increase from per cent in low assimilation to 
17.8 per cent in high assimilation. The change for lovz lead

ership recognition from lovz assimilation (69.1 per cent) to 

medium (38.9 per cent) and high assimilation (35.7 per cent), 

grouping the latter two’ is a strong direct relationship. 

However, the change from medium to high is weakly direct. A 

similiar trend is evident for high leadership recognition 
which changes from 17.8 per cent in medium assimilation to 

17.^ per cent in high assimilation.

The analysis of leadership recognition by the degree 

of assimilation supports the hypothesis which states that 

leadership recognition is directly related to the rate of 
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assimilation. As a result, Mexican Americans vzho assir.;ila.te 

are more likely to rank high in leadership recognition.

C omrm n ic a t i on

The presence of Mexican movies and newspapers 
helps perpetuate his (the Mexican American’s) ori
ginal language. The fact that he mainly follows 
certain unskilled occupations and pursues these in 
company with other Mexicans keeps his original 
culture alive.

Communication at both the intracultural^^ level and the in- 
26 tercultural level are factors which will determine tne 

fluidity of the delicate fusion of "Mexican" with "American”. 

Intracultural communication will undoubtedly deter "Ameri

canism", but, on the other hand, intercultural communication 

will be the critical breakthrough to meaningful "Americani

zation" of the Mexican American barrio resident.

The intercultural communication index was constructed 

from four questions which were measures of contact with tele

vision news media, radio and television election programs, 

and the news media via newspapers or magazines. The re

sponses revealed that 79 per cent of the respondents watch 

six o'clock news or some other news program while only 16 

per cent do not. Sixty per cent of the sample v/atch some of 

the election programs whereas only 33 per cent do not. 

Sixty-nine per cent read newspapers and only 27 per cent do 
not. Vihen asked if they road magazines, 9^ per cent respond

ed positively and ^l per cent responded negatively.
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The following table reveals the relationship between 

intercultural communication and leadership recognition.



TABLE VIII

LEADERSHIP RECOGHITIOH RATES BY COMuTJlIICATIOII
Percent Leadership Recognition3

COMl-lUinCATIOIIb H
Low

%
Medium
N $ H

High r’ /j
Total
N $

LOY 5o 65.7 25 32.8 1 1.3 76 99.8

MEDIUM ii-p 52.6 36 38.7 8 8.6 93 99.9

HIGH 90 36.5 io 5 lP2.6 51 20.? 2^-6 99.8

TOTAL 189 H5.5 166 Vo. 0 60 l^A 99.9
3For construction of index see Chapter III, Schcd.vl.o.
^For construction of index sec Chapter III, Schcdv.Ip.

o
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Com,'ni'nic;?.tinn. Table VIII shows that the greater the 

access to communication media, the greater is the recognition 

of leaders. Here again, the trends of low leadership recog

nition appear to differ from the trends manifested in medium 

and high leadership recognition.

The data show that low leadership recognition rates 

decrease with the access to communication media. On the other 

hand, high leadership recognition rates increase with the 

access to communication media. From a comparative analysis 

it becomes clear that if high leadership recognition rates 

increase with a greater access to communication media, then 

low leadership recognition rates will decrease with greater 

access to communication media.

Low leadership recognition rates manifest a decline 
from 65.7 per cent in low communication classes to 36.5 per 

cent in high communication classes. However, high leader

ship recognition rates increase from 1.3 por cent for those 

in low communication to 20.7 per cent for those in high com

munication.

Access to communication media has a direct relation 

with leadership recognition. Greater access to communica

tion media not only makes the individual more aware of the 

community around him but it also makes him more aware of the 

leaders Therefore, low leadership recognition is inversely 

affected by access to communication media, and high leader-
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ship recognition is directly affected "by access to comuni

cation media.

These findings allow acceptance of the hypothesis 

which states that leadership recognition is directly related 

to the access to communication media. Thus, it holds true 

that Mexican Americans who have more access to the news media 

are more aware of community leaders.

In retrospect, a close surveyance of the marginal 

cells in Tables V - VIII reveals that a major part of the 

sample either clustered in the low leadership recognition 
column (^5.5 per cent) or in the medium leadership recogni

tion column (VO.O per cent). Contrastingly, only l^.V per 

cent of the sample is characterized by high leadership rec

ognition.

Almost one half of the sample lies within the classi

fication of low leadership recognition. This supports the 

hypothesis which states that there exists a low recognition 

of leaders in the barrio.

Findings

The writer’s two hypotheses stated (1) that there 

exists a low recognition of leaders in the barrio, and (2) 

that leadership recognition is directly related to educa

tional attainment, occupational rank, degree of assimilation, 

and access to communication media.
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? ?" or Find inrs

(1) Low Recognition of Loaders: The hypothesis was 
accepted because the data reveal that an overwhelming number 
of Mexican Americans in the barrio are in the low leadership 
recognition classification.

(2) Leadership Recognition by Education: The hypothe
sis was accepted because the data reveal that leadership 
recognition is directly related to educational attainment.

(3) Leadership Recognition by Occupation: The hypoth
esis was accepted because the data reveal that leadership 
recognition is directly related to occupational rank.

(Lb) Leadership Recognition by Assimilation: The hy
pothesis was accepted because the data reveal that leader
ship recognition is directly related to the degree of assim
ilation.

(5^) Leadership Recognition by Communication: the hy
pothesis was accepted because the data reveal that leader
ship recognition is directly related to the access to com
munication media.

L'inor Findings
(1)" Mexican American leaders who ranked highest on 

leadership recognition were Mexican American locals.
(2) 

ognition.
An Anglo leader ranked highest on leadership rec-

(3) The state chairman of the Political Association 
of Spanish-Speaking Organizations (P.A.S.O.), a statewide 
Mexican American political group, and a nationally knovm 
non-violent Mexican American leader ranked lowest on leader
ship recognition.

Discussion

The author’s findings reveal that the barrio is 

plagued by a low recognition of leaders. A distressingly 

high percentage of Mexican Americans interviewed could not 

identify more than three leaders. Moreover, only a very
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snail percentage could identify as nany as eight leaders.

For all intents and purposes the berrio is without 

the right kind of leadership. IVhatever leadership does exist 

is either too localistic in character or niddleclass in ori

entation. . Both characteristics are detrimental to the 

borrio1s identity with any leadership beyond the barrio 

locale.

Because the barrj o residents are mainly in the lower 

class, middleclass goals do not meet the needs of the major

ity of Mexican Americans. The data lend evidence to this 

fact. The Political Association of Spanish-Speaking Organi
zations (P.A.S.O.) has become a predominantly middleclass 

Mexican American organization.Thus, organizational activ

ity at the state level bypasses the barrio and is lost lead

ership. The fact that the state chairman of P.A.S.O. ranked 

extremely low in leadership recognition indicates that 

P.A.S.O. does not relate to the barrio in any meaningful way.

Mexican Americans are more prone to recognize Mexican 

American locals than they are to recognize Mexican American 

cosmopolitans. This Gemeinschaft orientation deters all 

efforts at la raza1s identity beyond the barrio area. With

out a "brovm consciousness” throughout the Southwest, Mexi

can Americans will continue to remain unheard and will con

tinue to be the "forgotten people".

The fact that a nationally known leader of a farm 
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v/orkcr’s strike ranked lowest in leadership recognition de

mands some explanation. The United Farmworkers Association 

has been a predominantly rural-focused organization. It was 

created to alleviate the conditions of rural farmworkers in 

California. Since the Magnolia residents are predominantly 

urban Mexican Americans, the rural character of the UFA has 

perhaps been a determinant of the low rate of recognition. 

The California identity of the organization is also a signif

icant deterrent. Leaders beyond the barrio domain are not 

loaders to the barrio people.

Interestingly enough, an Amglo ranked highest on 

leadership recognition. The writer contends that this oc

curred, in part, because the Anglo was the mayor of the city. 

One would therefore expect his name, like that of the Pope, 

to be prominently in the news, whether the news be through 

intercultural or intracultural media.

Other of the author’s hypotheses state that leader

ship recognition varies directly with educational attainment, 

occupational rank, degree of assimilation, and access to com

munication media. This invariable proved to be the case.

Because Mexican American barrio life is highly iso

lated because of residential de facto segregation, the Mexi

can Aimerican subculture through time becomes a self-perpet- 

uat±ng .lower class. Identity with la raze is kept intact by 
(1) institutionalized segregation and discrimination, which
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creates withdrawal tendencies, and (2) Mexican American re

gression into the more familiar world, el harrio.

It has been stated in earlier chapters that the %arrio 

has been plagued by low education, low occupational rank, 

lovz rate of assimilation, and low rate of access to communi

cation media. The vzriter holds, furthermore, that education 

is the most important variable. Low education causes a cu

mulative trend in the other variables, perpetuating a "vicious 

circle". Using Myrdal’s theory, low opportunities are the 

cause of low achievement which, in turn, fosters the prej

udice and discrimination which are the core of the belief 

system of the white supremist. However, as Myrdal states, 

all variables are interrelated.

If prejudice and discrimination were the only cause 

for the low status of a minority group, then there would have 

been no Civil Rights Movement. It is at this point of argu

ment that Megroes move ahead of Mexican Americans in the 

struggle for Civil Rights.

If the "vicious circle" has not been broken by the 

actions of the dominant group, the responsibility to change 

the negativity of the cumulative trend rests with the minor

ity group. However, if the minority group has no leaders, 

the "vicious circle" continues. This is the plight of Mexi

can Americans.

Because Negroes, hovzeyer segregated, still vzere pro-
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vided vzith college, their reservoir of educated leaders was 

constantly building. This advantage was never afforded to 

Mexican Americans. The fact that the Negro colleges and uni

versities were comparatively inferior is a moot point. Tven 
before the Delgado Caso of l^S, Mexican Americans were never 

provided with even segregated colleges.

The "vicious circle", which surrounds the barrio, thus 
perpetuates the low status of Mexican Americans. "Nay" (to 

use Dr. George Sanchez’s often-quoted expression), it guar

antees that Mexican Americans will stay in their place.

Discrimination and prejudice have perpetuated the 

"vicious circle"; and, if it is to be broken, Mexican Ameri

cans must create the needed leadership, committed and educa- 

ed elites, in order to challenge American society.



CHAPTER V

WHERE DO H'S GO FROM HERE?

In the previous chapter an analysis of the data demon

strated. that the Mexican American "barrio is without leaders. 
The data supported the two hypotheses which stated that (1) 

there exists a lox/ recognition of leaders in the "barrio, and 
that (2) leadership recognition is directly related to edu

cational status, occupational rank, degree of assimilation, 

and access to communication media.

VJhere do we go from here? One direction is that of 

additional research. Although the Mexican American has per

sisted as an identifiable minority in American society, the 

Mexican American has been viewed as a minority meriting little 

sociological inquiry. The studies that do exist are not de

finitive either quantatively or qualitatively.

In the realm of research on the Mexican American, the 

social sciences once more have displayed the "conservative 
nood".^ This writer proposes that Mexican Americans have 

been a forgotten people because research in this domain 

could have been more embarrassing to American society than
2 research on the social conditions of the American Negro.

In particular, Mexican American leadership has re

ceived little research attention. Although Mexican American 

leadership has frequently been commented upon, little re
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search has been conducted to substantiate the various asser

tions. Furthernore, the research on Mexican toerican leader

ship that does exist has focused upon leadership typos or 

influentials rather than upon the characteristics of the 

population v/ho recognizes leaders. This thesis has been an 

effort to study this totally neglected area.

Sociology texts on minority groups rarely include Mex

ican Americans, and those that do devote only a few paragraphs 

or pages to this minority. Mexican Americans are a minority 

nobody knows, but this need not continue.

Leading sociologists who specialize in minority group 

and race relations must fill the "credibility gap". In an 

era of "publish or perish", the study of the Mexican Ameri

can provides an array of unexplored research material. Soci

ologists and anthropologists need not go to Latin America to 

study another culture because a forgotten one exists across 

the tracks in the Southwest.

Vlith the fact of extremely low leadership recognition, 

where do we go from here? The direction is implied in the 
findings-. Mexican American barrio culture has not yet: (1) 

achieved sufficient education to participate fully in Ameri
can society; (2) achieved a sufficiently high occupational 

status; (3) assimilated into American society; or (^i-) achieved 

meaningful contact vzith the dominant culture. If low leader

ship recognition is a function of these variables, the social
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conditions of the Mexican /anerican must he improved.

Education. The high drop-out rates of Mexican Ameri

cans in the public school system must be lessened. Positive 

steps to curb these high rates of drop-out can be taken by:
(1) an active appreciation of Mexican culture and Mexican 

American contributions in school text books in order to in

still a positive self image in Mexican American youth, and
(2) ' an adoption of bi-lingual education, especially at the 

elementary levels.

Educational reforms should not end at the public 

school level. The low rate of Mexican Americans who attend 

college is a problem which merits much attention. More Mex

ican Americans should be.counseled to go to college rather 

than to vocational training school, e.g. to become mechanics. 

Moreover, colleges and universities must take a new look at 

their entrance requirements.

College entrance exams, which all applicants for 

college admission must take, are highly discriminatory to

ward Mexican Americans. Because Mexican American youth suffer 

from a language problem and are products of a different cul

ture, they do not score as high as their Anglo counterpart 

who has neither handicap. Thus, many Mexican Americans are 

turned away, from colleges because they cannot score the en

trance level of the college boards.

College entrance exams as a basis for admission to 
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collage have been moclifiecl as admission criteria for minority 

group members by many progressive eastern colleges such as 

Harvard, and Yale. Yet they continue to be a major entrance 

requirement in the colleges and universities located in the 

Southwest where five and a half million Mexican Americans re

side .

Occunation. Traditionally, Mexican Americans have 

been laborers. With little education they have been forced 

into low status jobs. However, education is not the only de

terrent.. All too often, Mexican Americans have suffered 

from job discrimination. Thus, although the urban area is 

an escape from farmworker status, it offers Mexican Aje.ericans 

jobs vzhich are likewise low-paying, e.g. janitorial jobs.

The directions needed here are clear. More education 

is essential in order that Mexican Americans might qualify 

for higher status jobs. Furthermore, discrimination in 

business and industry must cease if Mexican Americans are to 

profit fully from the opportunities opened by higher educa

tion.

Assimilation. Mexican Americans have tacitly retained 

their native culture. The barrio is permeated with Mexican 

culture. Unfortunately, the dominant culture views the 

barrno culture quite negatively. This is, in part, why Mexi

can Americans who achieve reject la raza. Those who assimi

late take on the values of the dominant culture and thus re- 
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jccu Is rc.za because such identity has un-Zincrican connota

tions .

Mexican Americans must be taught to feel proud of 

their cultural heritage. It is only through such identity 

that the-Mexican American middle class will re-identify and 

"cone homo11 to provide the needed leadership. Although 

those v;ho assimilate escape the barrio, they cannot escape 

their own surname.

Connunication. The Mexican American barrio has been 

highly isolated. Such isolation must be penetrated. The 

federal government should create meaningful media of communi

cation that does not threaten Mexican American culture. Only 

if the two cultures are highly valued can an integration of 

the two cultures be possible. In order to foster better race 

relations the news media must offer meaningful communication 

between the barrio and the dominant culture.

The future of Mexican Americans leadership is depend

ent upon the condition of the barrio rank and file. Today, 

the barrio is plagued by a low status and a low recognition 

of leaders. The barrio will endure. The basic question is: 

"vJhcre do we go from here?"

If the problems inherent in lovz leadership recognition 

are not dealt with,- the forgotten people will be further 

frustrated until the barrio, like cancer, will erupt leader

less into an amorphous mass. As the Negro Civil Rights Move- 
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ncnt passes from non-violence to violence, Mexican ?j7.oricans 

watch and learn. Let us hope that the problems of the for

gotten people will be solved without the resort to violence 

born out of frustration. Although Mexican Amerleans are 

starving in San Antonio, it is not too late to find the long 

awaited leadership to reach for the sun.
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D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963),.2.
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APPENDIX. SCHEDULE

1. Do you have any close kinfolks such as your parents and 
"brothers and sisters who do not live in Houston?
a) Yes  b) No  

2. Do you have any close kinfolks such as your parents 
and brothers and sisters who do not live in the Magnoli 
Area?
a) Yes  b) No  

3. Do any of your close kinfolks such as your parents and 
brothers and sisters live within walking distance?

a) Yes  b) No  ■

!+. (If yes to question 3) VJhich relatives live within 
walking distance?
a) Parents (either father or mother or both)
b) Brother or brothers
c) Sister or Sisters
d) More than one of the above
e) None of the above

5. (If yes to question 3) How often do you talk to them?

a) Every day
b) Once or twice a week
c) Once or twice a month
d) Very little

6. How long have you lived in this house or apartment?

a) 1 to 3 yrs.
b) - 6 yrs.
c) 7 - 10 yrs.
d) 10 - 20 yrs.
e) All your life

7. VZhere were you born?
a) Texas
b) Mexico
c) In the United States but not in Texas

8. VPnere did you live last?



a) In Houston
b) Out of Houston
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9. How long did. you live there?
a) A few months
b) 1 - 3 yrs.
c) - 6 yrs.
d) 7 - 9 yrs.
e) More than 10 yrs.

10. VJhy did you move here?
a) Came with parents
b) Came with husband or wife
c) Came alone to find work
d) Came with friends

11. V/hy did you decide to move to this part of Houston?

a) Had kinfolk here
b) Had friends here
c) Other 

12. Do you think there is any chance of your moving in the 
next 12 months?
a) Yes  b) Mo  

13• Do you plan to stay in the Houston area if you move?
a) Yes  b) No "

l^. Do you plan to stay in Texas if you move?

a) Yes  b) No  

15. Mas the last place you lived in a town or a city to 
your way of thinking?
a) Tovm.  b) City  

16. If you move will you move to a town or a city?
a) Town b) City  

17. Are there any celebrations such as birthdays, holidays, 
reunions, anniversaries which bring the family together 
during the year?
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a) Yos b) No 

18. How nany bines would you say you £o to these big get- 
togethers?
a) Once a month or more
b) Several tines a year
c) Once a year
d) Never

19. Name 3 people with whom you feel closest to and knovz 
best besides your husband, wife or children: (Give last 
name only)

Sex Relative or Frie nd
1) ______________ ___  M F R F

2) ______________ ___  M F R F
• 3) __ ___________ ___  MF R F

20. How often do you see the above 3 people?
a) Everyday (0, 1, 2, 3) ______
b) Once or twice a week

__ d) Seldon ________  
e) Never

c) Once or twice a month ________

21. If you never see one or more of the 3 people mentioned 
in question 19, do you phone or write to then?
a) Phone (0, 1, 2, 3)  c) Both 
b) Write  d) Neither phone or write _

22. Do you watch television?
a) Yes  b) No  

23. Do you watch 6' o'clock news or any other news program?

a) Yes  How often?  b) No  

2^-. Do you watch any of the election programs, for example 
politicans who campaign on TV and radio?
a) Yes  b) No  

25. Do you.listen to radio?
a) Yes  b) No  
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26. '..’hich do you turn on more often?

a) Radio  b) TV  

27. Do you road any newspapers?
a) Yes  b) Ko  

28. VJhich newspapers? List:
1.  2. '

3.  

29. Do you road any Spanish newspapers?
a) Yes  b) No  

30. VJhich newspapers? List:

1.  2.  
3.  Lh.  

31. Do you read any magazines?
a) Yes  b) IIo  

32. Do you read any Spanish magazines?
a) Yes  b) Mo   

33* Do you listen to any Spanish radio stations?
a) Yes  b) No   

3^. Do you belong to any clubs or groups like these?

1. Labor Union  2. Political club or group  

3. PTA  Church or church connected
groups 

35. VJliat are 3 most important problems facing the Magnolia 
area? List:

1. 

2.
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36. ’•Jhat-arc 3 nost important problems facing the Kezican?

1. 

2. 

3. 

37- 5o you think the Poverty Program has done any good in 
the Magnolia area?
a) Yes ; b) Mo  

38. Mho do you think has helped the poor Mexican the most, 
Catholics, Protestants, or Jews?
a) Catholic  b) Protestants  c) Jews  

39- '■'•ho do you think has helped the poor Mexican the least?
a) Catholic  b) Protestants  c) Jews  

^O. Do any of your children go to play at the Neighborhood 
Centers such as Ripley House?
a) Yes  b) No  

Vl. Do you think that the Poverty Program really cares a- 
bout the poor Mexican?
a) Yes  b) No  

'4-2. ’.hat do you hate most about the Poverty Program? Name:

Do you think that other 
help than the Mexican?

a) Yes 

M+. Do you think that other 
help than the Mexican?

a) Yes ___________

ethnic groups are getting more

b) No 

ethnic groups should get more

b) No 
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If you think that other ethnic groups are getting more, 
does this make you fool that you are being treated un
fairly?
a) hakes me mad 
b) Makes me feel that I am being treated unfairly 
c) Both 
d) None of the above reasons  

h-6. Do you think that something can be done if some unfair
ness exists?
a) Yes  b) Ko  

^7. Are you willing to do something?
a) Yes  b) No  

^8. Are there any Anglos or Mexicanos who have tried to 
help Magnolia with its problems?
a) Yes  b) No  

Would you please name these people?
1.2.  

3. 2__________________ 

50. ’.rnat Mexicanos do you think are the most important 
people in Magnolia? List:

1.  2.  

3.  
51. VJhat Anglos are the most important people in Magnolia?

a) There aren’t any 
b) Yes, these 1. 

2. 

3. 

52. Who do you think are the most important Mexicanos in 
Houston?
a) There aren’t any  
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b) Yes, these 1. 

2. 

3. 
53• VJho do you think are the most important Anglos in 

Houston who have helped the Mexicano?
a) There aren’t any _______
b) Yes, these 1. 

2. 

3. 
5^-, Do you think there are any important Negroes in 

Houston?
a) Yes  b) No  

55• If yes? who are these Negroes?

1.  2.  

3.  
56. Over the past 10 years would you say that the Mexican 

leadership in Houston has changed or remained the 
same?
a) Changed for the better  b) Changed for the 

worse 
c) Remained the same  

57. How much would you say that white citizens respect our 
Mexican leaders?
a) A lot  b) Some  c) Very little  

d) Not at all  

58. Now, considering the United States as a whole, who do 
you think is the most important Mexican leader?
a) There isn’t any  b) Yes, this one  

59. Have you ever heard of Cesar Chavez or Eugene Nelson?
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a) Yes, v.rho  b) ITo  

60. Suppose you thought your child's teacher was not doing 
a good job of educating your child, would you do any
thing about it?
a) Yes  b) No 

61. Do you think the school is doing a good job of educa
ting your children?
a) Yes  b) No  

62. Do you think that any political party is interested in 
helping the Mexican American?
a) Yes, which one  (Democratic or Republican)

b) No 

63. In the Houston Mexican Connunity which organization or 
group'has- helped the Mexican the most?
a) LULAC  b) PASO  c) G. I. FORDM  

d) PORT HOUSTON LIONS CLUB  e) None  

64. Have you ever attended a meeting of any of these groups?

a) Yes  b) No  c) VJhich ones  

67. If someone wanted to help the Mexican in the Magnolia 
area, would you help him in any way?
a) Yes  b) No  

66. Have you heard of the Civil Rights Bill?

a) Yes  b) No  

67. Are you a registered voter?

a) Yes  b) No  

68. If someone was willing to show you how to register to 
vote and how to vote, would you let them help you?
a) Yes  b) No  
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69. Doos voting roally got anything dono for the I'oxico.no?

a) Yes  h) ho  

70. Do you try to get other people to vote?
a) Yes  b) ho 

71. Do you trust college groups which try to help the 
Koxicano?
a) Yes  b) ITo  

72. Do you recognize any of these norios and what do you 
o.s socio to with thou?

a) Porfirio Diaz 

b) Francisco Yadoro 
c) Venustriano Carranza  

d) Cosar Chavez 

e) Henry B. Gonzalez 
f) Reyes Lopez Tijerina  

g) Curtis Graves 

h) Lauro Cruz 

i) Barbara Jordan 

j) Bob Bclchardt

k) Roy Blizondo 

l) Al Hernandez 
n) Rev, /mtonio Gonzalez  

n) Jorge Rivera   

o) Bugene HeIson 
p) Rev. James LaVois ITovarro  

q) A. B. Olmos 
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r) Frank Partida 

s) Franklin Earbach 

t) Irnest Nieto 

u) John Ontiveros ______________________

v) Dan Trevino 

w) Ben Canales 

x) Peter Navarro ____________________________

y) Marcelite Wonack 

z) Louie Welch _____

aa) Rev. Lawrence Peguero  

73. Ro you keep any type of firearms in your home?
a) Yes  b) No  

7^. Can you name any Mexican American organizations.

a) Yes, these 1.  b) No   

2.

3. _____________ ___

75. Do you recognize any of these and (check) if they have 
over done anything for you.
a) LULAC
b) PASO
c) G.I. FORBM
d) PORT HOUSTON LIONS CLUB

76. What is your religion?
a) Protestant  b) Catholic  c) None  

77. If Protestant, to what do you belong?
a) Methodist  b) Baptist  c) Episcopalian 
d) Church of Christ  e) Other, what  
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78. How nucli education do you think your children \jill ^ct?

a) Sth grade  b) Sone high school  c) Trade 
school 

d) High school diploiaa  e) College  

79• nave any of your children graduated from high school?
a) Yes  b) No  

80. V.hat is the highest grade the man cf the house com
pleted?
a) 0 - h- yrs. b) 5 - 8 yrs. c) 9-11 yrs. d) 12

e) College

81. VJhat is the highest grade his father completed?

a) 0 - yrs. b) 5-8 yrs. c) 9 - 11 yrs. d) 12

e) College

82. Do you think there are more jobs for Me?:icanos now 
than there was 10 yrs. ago?
a) Yes  b) No' 

83. Do both the mother and father of this house work?
a) Yes  b) No  

’.-Jhat is the occupation of the nan of the house?

Name: 

85. How many people live in the house?
a) 2  b) 3  c) h-  d) 5 e) 6  

f) 7  g) 8  h) 9  i) 10  or more?

86. Do you own your house?

a) Yes  b) No  

87• Has your landlord ever improved your house?

a) Yes b) No  
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88. If renting, have you ever asked hin to improve (fix) 
your house?
a) Yes  b) ITo  

89. Eovz old is the man of the house? Age  

90. Are there others in the family vzho are not living here?
a) Yes, how many • b) Mo  

91. How many people in this family- have jobs?
a) 1  b) 2  c) 3  d) h-  e) 5 or more  

92. If you ever needed welfare would you accept this help?
a) Yes  b) Mo  

93. Ho you feel more attached to Mexico or the United 
States?
a) Mexico  b) United States  

9^. Do you thinlc that the Mexicans should demonstrate or 
march to get his full rights?
a) Yes  b) Mo  

95* Would you or any members of your family march or demon
strate to help the Mexicano in the Magnolia area?
a) Yes  b) Mo  

96. Are social workers doing any good in this area?

a) Yes  b) Mo  

97* Are the cops hated in this area?
a) Yes  b) Mo  

98. Do you think that Mexicans in general are proud of 
being Mexican?
a) Yes ; b) Ho  

99- Do you think that other ethnic groups make Mexicans 
feel proud of being Mexican?
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 b) Ho 

100. Doos the Mexican have anything good to offer Moerican 
society?
a) Yes, what  b) Ho 
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